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Quantifiers 

You are planning a birthday party for a friend. You and Kelvin are in charge of food 

and drink. You are writing an email to him about the things you need to buy. 

Complete the email with the correct form of the quantifiers from the box.  

bar bunch carton jar packet tub slice 

bottle can chunk loaf tin sachet 

 

 

Dear Kelvin, 

Hey! Are you excited about Matt’s birthday party? I certainly am! 

Anyway, as we discussed yesterday, we’ll be in charge of food and drink. We’ve collected 

some money and I think we should have enough for everything. Here’s what we need: 

 twenty (1) cans of soda 

 a large (2) carton of orange juice 

 five (3) packets of crisps 

 twelve sausages and twelve hot dog buns (Don’t worry about buying a big (4) bottle of 

ketchup as I have plenty of small (5) sachets of ketchup at home.) 

 two (6) loaves of bread 

 a (7) jar of peanut butter 

 a (8) bunch of bananas 

 two (9) chunks of cheese and a (10) tin of salmon 

 about forty (11) slices of sashimi (Please don’t buy these until just before the party!) 

 two (12) bars of chocolates 

 a big (13) tub of ice cream 

I think that should be everything we need. Let’s meet tomorrow afternoon to get all of this! 

Yours, 

(Student’s name) 

PS Don’t worry about the birthday cake. Matt’s mum will buy it! 
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Order of adjectives 

Your friend wrote a restaurant review on her blog. However, she is not sure about the 

order of some of the adjectives. Read the review and reorder the adjectives in brackets. 

 

Four Tigers Bar & Grill 

Food Quality:    Service:    Atmosphere:    Overall:  

Recently, I went to a new restaurant called Four Tigers Bar & Grill. It has this name 

because it’s a fusion restaurant for Hong Kong, Taiwanese, Singaporean and South 

Korean dishes. The restaurant is located in a (1) bustling new (new/bustling) part of Tsim 

Sha Tsui. 

I must say, first of all, the atmosphere of the restaurant is amazing. Over the (2) enormous 

glass (enormous/glass) front doors are four (3) large metal (metal/large) tiger heads. The 

inside of the restaurant is decorated with various (4) interesting Asian (Asian/interesting) 

themed paintings, often to do with tigers. The (5) large round wooden (round/large/wooden) 

tables fit the theme nicely.  

The food was also quite good. For starters, I had some (6) hot Korean (Korean/hot) 

kimchi. I thought it was really tasty. My parents didn’t like their soup though. For my main 

course, I had a (7) tasty grilled (grilled/tasty) chicken with an (8) exotic sweet and sour 

(exotic/sweet and sour) sauce. My mum had a large bowl of (9) Taiwanese beef 

(beef/Taiwanese) noodles while my dad had an (10) amazing stir-fried (amazing/stir-fried) 

pork and vegetable dish. For dessert, we each had a (11) delicious creamy custard 

(custard/delicious/creamy) bun. 

My only complaint with the restaurant is the disappointing slow service. Our (12) forgetful 

young (forgetful/young) waiter had to come check with us three times before he finally got 

our orders right. 

Nevertheless, I highly recommend this (13) delightful new fusion (fusion/new/delightful) 

restaurant to anyone who wants to try something different. 
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Gerunds and to-infinitives 

You are writing a playscript about an interesting Christmas morning. In this scene, 

the main character, Alice, is having trouble sleeping. Complete the playscript using 

the correct form of the words in brackets. 

 

Scene 2 

(Early Christmas morning before sunrise. Alice is turning in her bed.) 

Alice: (sighing) It’s not yet sunrise but I don’t think I can fall asleep again. I just can’t wait 

(1) to open (open) my presents. 

(Alice hears a sound in the living room and gets up (2) to investigate (investigate).) 

Alice: What could that be? I bet it’s Andy. He is probably trying (3) to open (open) his 

presents already. Mum and Dad will definitely dislike him (4) doing (do) that. 

(Alice goes out to the living room hoping (5) to find (find) her little brother, but instead she 

sees a big fat man in red clothes.) 

Man: Ho! Ho! Ho! Hello, Alice. Shouldn’t you be asleep at this hour? 

Alice: I heard a noise. 

Man: Oh, I tried to avoid (6) making (make) too much noise, but I guess I failed. You 

know, I often manage (7) to do (do) that. 

Alice: I couldn’t sleep. Would you enjoy (8) having (have) some milk and cookies? 

Man: Of course, I love them! Yet, I’ve decided (9) to leave (leave) soon. (10) Delivering 

(deliver) presents to nice girls and boys is my job! 

Alice: Well, I don’t want you (11) to go (go) on an empty stomach. Would you consider 

(12) taking (take) some biscuits with you before you go? 

Man: That’s very kind of you. I think I can spare a minute or two. After I finish (13) putting 

(put) all these presents under the Christmas tree, I wouldn’t mind (14) sharing 

(share) some milk and cookies with you.  
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Consolidation 

You are on holiday with your family. You are writing a diary entry about your 

experience. Complete the diary entry with the correct form of the words from the 

box or by putting the words in brackets in the correct order. One word in the box 

will be used twice. 

bag of bowl of go like slice of take 

be can of leave packets of spend  watch 

 

Dear Diary, 

Today was Day 3 of our trip to the US and our last day in New York City. Tomorrow we plan 

(1) to go to Boston before ending our journey in Chicago. I didn’t expect (2) to like New 

York that much, but I’ve really enjoyed (3) being here. 

We started our day today by (4) going to The Metropolitan Museum of Art. This (5) famous 

old (old/famous) museum is one of the hallmarks of the city. It is full of amazing works of 

art. I really wanted (6) to spend a whole day there! 

Next, we went for lunch at a (7) little old Italian (Italian/little/old) restaurant. I had a (8) bowl 

of piping hot vegetable soup and a (9) slice of pizza. This (10) cheesy pepperoni 

(pepperoni/cheesy) pizza was so delicious! 

After that, we went to Central Park. I suggested (11) taking a ride on a horse-drawn 

carriage. The (12) powerful large brown (large/brown/powerful) horse was so beautiful, 

so was the scenery! 

In the evening, we went to a baseball game. I don’t know anything about baseball, 

so I thought I would dislike (13) watching it. However, it turned out to be fun. We ate dinner 

while we watched the game. I had a hamburger, a (14) bag of French fries and a (15) can 

of soda. The (16) big juicy cheesy (cheesy/big/juicy) hamburger was excellent. 

Unfortunately, they did not give me enough (17) packets of ketchup for the French fries! 

Now we’re back in our comfortable little hotel room. Sadly, we have to get up early 

tomorrow. Dad intends (18) to leave the city very early in the morning! 


